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1 Using Biblatex

Biblatex is only slightly di�erent from the older BibTeX on the surface. (This example

text assumes no prior knowledge of BibTeX though.)

There are two commands in the document head to use. This document uses the

following:

\usepackage[style=cluu]{biblatex}

\addbibresource{references.bib}

The �rst one loads the package and the second line adds a bibliographic resource,

which usually is a “bib” �le. Put it in the same directory and use the full �lename.

Then, inside the document you use \printbibliography where you want the bibli-

ography.

After you have run LaTeX on your �le you should run the program biber, and

then LaTeX again, so that information passes between the two programs. (If you use

AucTeX in Emacs “Biber” will be available in the Command menu and among the

commands you can give with C-c C-c.)

2 Styles

There are many di�erent ways of doing references and bibliographies, with footnotes,

numbers, years, author names, etc. With the option “style=cluu” you get a citation

and bibliography style made here that is a variant of the standard author-year style,

but with changes as suggested by thesis supervisors here, and it is recommended for

you.

3 Bib files

Biblatex uses essentially the same bib �les as the older BibTeX, and there is lots of

info on them on the net. You can also see references.bib that comes with this �le

for some examples.

In the �le there is an entry for each book/article/etc you might cite. Only the entries

you actually cite will appear in the list of references.

After opening a .bib �le in Emacs you can use the Entry-Types menu to see what

types of entries there are and what �elds they use. (You can change BibTeX dialect to

biblatex in that menu �rst to get more kinds of entries and �elds.)

When �lling in information there, use C-j to go to next �eld. You will get information

about that �eld in the echo area. (Fields beginning with “OPT” are optional.)
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When you are done, type C-c C-c to �nalize the entry, which will remove unused

optional �elds and clean up other �elds. You will get a question about what key to use

for that entry. It’s common to have author name, maybe year and start of title in the

key, maybe divided by colon, but that’s up to you. In this text for example “chomsky57”

is used as key for Syntactic Structures (Chomsky, 1957).

You can enter author names as “Firstname Lastname” but “Lastname, Firstname” is

better, since it will work for all names.

When there are several authors, use the word “and” between each name. (How that

then is written in the reference list is up to the style.)

There are some optional �elds that all entries can have, like:

• url with a url as the value; if you are using the package hyperref it will be a

link

• urldate for the date you accessed the url; write it in yyyy-mm-dd format

Often you can see extra braces around parts of the text in bib �les, like {Swedish}

in this example (Nivre and Grönqvist, 2001):

An article entry in a bib �le

@article{nivre01,

author = "Nivre, Joakim and Grönqvist, Leif",

year = 2001,

title = "Tagging a Corpus of Spoken {Swedish}",

journal = "International Journal of Corpus Linguistics",

volume = 6,

issue = 1,

pages = "47--78",

doi = "10.1075/ijcl.6.1.03niv",

}

That is to protect the case of that text. Some bibliography styles prefer titles like

“Tagging a corpus of spoken Swedish” (instead of “Corpus” and “Spoken”) and will

downcase most text. The braces around words like “Swedish” protects the case so it

won’t become “swedish” in that case.

The “cluu” style doesn’t do any case conversion like that, and neither do the standard

styles of Biblatex, so with these styles you don’t have to think about this, but it can be

good practice for bib �les that will be reused with other styles.

4 Citation commands

The simplest cite command is \cite with a key from your bib �le as argument,

\cite{frenor12} Norlindh, 2012

but with an author-year styles (like “cluu”) you mostly use two other commands

instead:

\textcite{frenor12} Norlindh (2012)

\parencite{frenor12} (Norlindh, 2012)
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The �rst one is used to refer to the author in the text:

\textcite{frenor12} concluded

that \dots
Norlindh (2012) concluded that . . .

whereas the other one is used for referring to a source outside the �ow of the text:

This was first done for chat

logs \parencite{frenor12}.

This was �rst done for chat logs

(Norlindh, 2012).

There are some other citation commands as well, some of then shown in the longer

examples:

The first Master’s Thesis in language technology in Uppsala was

\citetitle{frenor12} \parencite{frenor12}.

The �rst Master’s Thesis in language technology in Uppsala was “Extraction of

Synonyms and Semantically Related Words From Chat Logs” (Norlindh, 2012).

In it there are citations to the book \cite{jurafsky09}, the technical

report \cite{blondel02}, the PhD thesis \cite{hassel07} and lots

more, including some articles \parencite{harris54, curran02}.

In it there are citations to the book Jurafsky and Marin, 2009, the technical

report Blondel and Senellart, 2002, the PhD thesis Hassel, 2007 and lots more,

including some articles (Curran and Moens, 2002; Harris, 1954).

Note that several references can be listed with the same citation command.

5 Citations with page references

An optional argument inside [] to the citation commands states what part of the work

is cited.

\Textcite[15]{chomsky57} wrote that colorless green ideas sleep

furiously. I will refer to that again \parencite[15]{chomsky57}.

Now I hope you remember about \cite[15]{chomsky57}!

Chomsky (1957, p. 15) wrote that colorless green ideas sleep furiously. I will

refer to that again (Chomsky, 1957, p. 15). Now I hope you remember about

Chomsky, 1957, p. 15!

If it looks like a page number it is treated as one, otherwise it can be any text:

There are other ideas there as well, for example about the goals of

linguistic theory \parencite[chapter 6]{chomsky57}.

There are other ideas there as well, for example about the goals of linguistic

theory (Chomsky, 1957, chapter 6).
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6 The cluu style

This example document sets style=cluu as you are recommended. Two standard

styles for author-year citations are authoryear and authoryear-comp, and for author-

year citations. This style is a variation of the latter one. (It’s predecessor was named

“stupp”.)

This style has two special options for common variations:

• nocomma to write just “(Chomsky 1957)” instead of “(Chomsky, 1957)”.

• colonpage to use a colon before page numbers in citations.

To use both these options you would write

\usepackage[style=cluu,nocomma,colonpage]{biblatex}

and you would get “(Chomsky 1957:15)” instead of “(Chomsky, 1957, p. 15)”.
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